
Basic
Swelab Alfa Basic gives you an advanced 
cell counter for a low price. Featuring many 
of the attributes of the larger Alfa models, it 
too comes with the same state-of-the-art 
measuring system, high speed and user-
friendly touch-screen interface.

 

Screen: Color
Parameters: 16 or 20
Automatic cleaning: Yes
QC program: Yes
Cap-piercer: No
Micro-cap inlet: No
Built-in mixer: No
Printer: Yes (optional)
External barcode reader: Yes

Standard
Swelab Alfa Standard is the analyzer for ma-
instream laboratories that prioritizes quality 
results from a quality hematology system. 
The smart barcode controlled interface 
starts and administrates control samples 
in seconds. Alfa Standard also comes with 
a built-in mixer. Thanks to the unique MCI 
adapter, a full blood screen can be made 
from a single drop of blood.

Screen: Color
Parameters: 16 or 20
Automatic cleaning: Yes
QC program: Yes
Cap-piercer: No
Micro-cap inlet: Yes
Built-in mixer: Yes
Printer: Yes (optional)
External barcode reader: Yes

Cap Piercer
Swelab Alfa Cap Piercer has features similar 
to the standard model, but the built-in mixer 
is replaced by an automatic cap-piercing 
device. This addition seals the system and 
helps protect the operator from exposure to 
biohazards. If needed, an automatic bar-
code reader for scanning tube codes can 
be built in as well.

Screen: Color
Parameters: 16 or 20
Automatic cleaning: Yes
QC program: Yes
Cap-piercer: Yes
Micro-cap inlet: Yes
Built-in mixer: No
Printer: Yes (optional)
External barcode reader: Yes

Auto Sampler
Swelab Alfa Auto Sampler is a complete, 
walk-away automatic analyzer. Simply load 
20 tubes onto one of the two sampler 
wheels, and the system processes them 
automatically. The Auto Sampler can also be 
equipped with a built-in barcode reader that 
scans all tube codes simultaneously.

Screen: Color
Parameters: 16 or 20
Automatic cleaning: Yes
QC program: Yes
Cap-piercer: Yes
Micro-cap inlet: Yes
Built-in mixer: Yes
Printer: Yes (optional)
External barcode reader: Yes

MCI Adapter

From sample collection to result within 60 seconds! The unique 
MCI adapter probably makes Swelab Alfa the fastest cell coun-
ter in the world. No preparation is required. Just take a 20 µl 
micro-cap sample and insert it directly into the MCI Adapter. 
The rest is automatic. No vacuum tubes, no needles, no ad-
ditional preparation.

New reagents

The new reagents dedicated to Swelab Alfa includes new, uni-
que formulas that get the best performance from a cell analy-
zer. The reagents will give improved WBC analyses and more 
stable RBC populations.

Casebook -
unique sample profiles

Covering over 75 hematological analyses made on our cell 
counters. This unique publication describes typical profiles for 
many diseases. With interesting general information of how to 
interpret hematology values as well, it makes a valuable refe-
rence publication for doctors.

Quality Management

Swelab Alfa is dedicated to Quality Management. The system 
comes with controls that utilize the unique barcode controlled
 interface. This interface is probably the smartest solution avai-
lable for registering and running your controls. To feed assay 
values into the system, simply scan a few barcodes. Scanning 
the vial code automatically identifies the sample as a control and 
stores the result in a separate database.



Swelab Alfa.
A new definition of
cell counter precision.

Swelab is a product brand produced by Boule Medical AB

Boule Medical AB

Box 42056, SE-126 13 Stockholm, Sweden

Telephone: +46 8 744 77 00

Telefax: +46 8 744 77 20

E-mail: info@swelab.se

www.swelab.com

Swelab Alfa. Count on us!
With a history dating back to 1956, Swelab cell analyzers are renowned 
for new solutions, quality and reliability. With a Swelab counter that deli-
vered the quality and performance of analyzers several times its size, we 
were first to offer a completely new approach to cell counters for smaller 
laboratories.
Swelab Alfa now defines a new class of small counters offering direct 
Micro-Capillary Inlet, Barcode-controlled Quality Management, and Main-
tenance-free operation. 

”Don’t be a follower, be the Alfa.”
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Swelab is represented in most countries by 
own subsidiaries or local distributors. Please visit 
www.swelab.com for information about your local 
representatives office.


